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Gio Ponti (1891–1979) was one of Italy’s most influential designers whose work includes automobiles,
furniture, interiors, and buildings. Working in a multitude of materials, he is a pivotal figure in the history of
twentieth-century architecture and design, and his work continues to inspire young designers who are
increasingly rediscovering it today. This expansive and exhaustively researched monograph chronicles the
complete spectrum of Gio Ponti’s output, from early ceramic work as design director for Richard Ginori to
his last and most famous architectural works, Milan’s Pirelli Tower and the Museum of Modern Art in
Denver. Also featured are Ponti’s automobile designs for Alfa Romeo, interiors for Italian luxury liners,
bathroom fixtures for American Standard, the famous Superleggera chair for Cassina, and the Alitalia offices
in New York.
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From reader reviews:

Heather Bencomo:

In this 21st hundred years, people become competitive in every single way. By being competitive today,
people have do something to make these individuals survives, being in the middle of the particular crowded
place and notice by means of surrounding. One thing that often many people have underestimated it for a
while is reading. Yes, by reading a e-book your ability to survive raise then having chance to endure than
other is high. For you personally who want to start reading any book, we give you this particular Gio Ponti
book as beginner and daily reading book. Why, because this book is more than just a book.

John Davis:

This Gio Ponti is great reserve for you because the content which can be full of information for you who
always deal with world and have to make decision every minute. This kind of book reveal it facts accurately
using great arrange word or we can declare no rambling sentences within it. So if you are read the item
hurriedly you can have whole facts in it. Doesn't mean it only offers you straight forward sentences but
tricky core information with wonderful delivering sentences. Having Gio Ponti in your hand like having the
world in your arm, data in it is not ridiculous 1. We can say that no reserve that offer you world with ten or
fifteen second right but this reserve already do that. So , this can be good reading book. Hi Mr. and Mrs.
stressful do you still doubt that?

Gary Lewis:

A lot of publication has printed but it takes a different approach. You can get it by internet on social media.
You can choose the top book for you, science, comedy, novel, or whatever simply by searching from it. It is
referred to as of book Gio Ponti. You'll be able to your knowledge by it. Without departing the printed book,
it might add your knowledge and make a person happier to read. It is most important that, you must aware
about guide. It can bring you from one spot to other place.

Kenneth Cunningham:

Some people said that they feel fed up when they reading a book. They are directly felt this when they get a
half parts of the book. You can choose the book Gio Ponti to make your current reading is interesting. Your
skill of reading ability is developing when you such as reading. Try to choose basic book to make you enjoy
to read it and mingle the opinion about book and reading through especially. It is to be 1st opinion for you to
like to start a book and examine it. Beside that the reserve Gio Ponti can to be your new friend when you're
sense alone and confuse with the information must you're doing of their time.
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